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Equipment package contents
• 1 air purifier
• 1 adapter
• 1 user manual
• 1 remote control
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Name of Each Part

On/Off Button

Display Panel

Air Inlet Panel

Front

Handle
Air Outlet Panel

Back

Filter cover handle

Top

Sensor cover

Temperature and humidity sensor
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Specification
Model Generation Z

CADR 1156m3/hr

Coverage 230m2

Noise (dB(A)) <70db

Power (W) 110W

Voltage 220V

Rated Frequency 50Hz

Product dimension 890x530x330mm

Package Dimension 950x570x380mm

Net/ Gross weight 26.5kg/29kg
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CADR Performance to ISO14644 m3/hr

Speed Setting 1 2 3 4

Generation Z 174 704 973 1156
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Speed Setting 1 2 3 4

Generation Z
(dB[A])

37 45 55 60

Noise – Decibel Volume



Before Use - Filter removal

1. Open the Filter cover
Pull down on the filter cover handle to open
Pull the upper cover

2. Take out the filter and cut open the plastic bag.
Ensure there is no plastic remains around the purifier
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Settings - To ensure optimum performance

- Keep the product at least 120cm from the ceiling 

- Keep the product at least 30 cm from the wall

Setup

30cm

120cm
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Function

Fan Speed button
Switch operation mode

Negative Ion
Negative Ion On/Off

Power
On/Off Device button power

Filter reset

Timer

Display Panel (PM 2.5 Value Display

WiFi button

UV light button

Timer on

Sleep mode
On/Off

Humidity and temperature display
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Dust Sensor
This product is equipped with a ‘Dust sensor’ which can detect pollution particles in the air

- At ‘Auto mode’ the sensory detects dust, can automatically control the air flow and start to work
- Substances easily detected – dust, mite corpses and excrements, pollen, mould spores, tobacco smoke and pet dander etc.

Sensor

Temperature and 
humidity sensor
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Dust sensor Cleaning

1. open the cover plate of the dust sensor

2. Use a vacuum cleaner to remove dust in the sensor 3. Wipe the lens with a dry cotton swab.

Clean once about every 3 months
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Filter Cleaning

1. Take out filter and Absorb the larger dust sticking 
around the filter 

Notice
- Be careful not to damage the surface of the filter
- Do not wash the filter
- When removing the filter, if the operator touches the “catalyst deodoriser” inner black side (activated carbon), it is possible to cause dirty 

hands
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Filter Replacement
standard time for replacement is 1 year. 

About filter replacement time
The replacement time will vary according to the method of use and the location where the product is set at. When 
used in places with heavy air pollution, the replacement time will be advanced

Filter replacement warning light 
The ‘filter replacement’ light will flicker when the filter life reaches the limits. When the indicator lights up, it is 
recommended to replace the filter in order to maintain the performance of the machine

Filter replacement light reset method
Press the ‘Filter’ button for 5 seconds till the indication light is off then finish resetting. 

Notice
- In order to absorb and purify harmful gases, the formula activated carbon contained in the filter element may produce smell of slight acidity,  

which is a normal phenomenon.
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Smart phone connection - Tutorial
1. Scan QR code to download app
2. Touch the on/off button of the machine t start the machine. Then touch the WiFi button for 3-5 seconds. When you hear a buzzer sound, you can 

release your hand. At this time, the indicator light go the WiFi button flashes (a stable signal near the device shout router)
3. Find the installed APP icon, click open, and register
4. After complete ting the password setting, you will enter the following page, click “Add Device”, select small appliance, select air purifier, and 

enter the machine distribution network page.
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4. Follow the on screen instructions
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7. After successful network configuration, click “Finish” to enter 
the main page of device operation
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Safety precautions
Handling - When moving, please make sure the purifier stops running and power plug is pulled out.

- Hold the firmly on the side of the machine to avoid excessive vibration or falling

Installation - Do not start the machine in case of danger
- The device air inlet should be at least 20cm from the wall or any other object.

Power supply precautions - Do not squeeze, bend or twist the power cord, as the inner cord may be exposed  or broken 
- Do not pull the power cord from the adapter when disconnecting the power cord.
- Do not use inappropriate AC outlet.
- Do not use the supplied power adapter on any other device

AC power cord - Use the power adapter and socket as indicated below to avoid fire, electric shock or damage.
- Please use only the supplied power adapter and do not use any other brand of power adapter
- Disconnect the adapters power cord from the AC socket before performing maintenance or moving the machine.

In Use - Stop using the product immediately if there is abnormal noise, peculiar smell, high temperature or the fan is 
rotating irregularly

- Do not put fingers or foreign objects into the protective gear, movable parts, air inlet and air outlet.
- Do not put hair, fabric, etc close to the main engine to avoid getting into or blocking the air inlet and outlet.
- Do not sit, lean on or tilt the machine.
- When used with the combustion unit, please ensure proper ventilation to avoid carbon monoxide positioning.

Use limitation - Do not use the machine in the following situations, otherwise electric shock, fire. And other damage may occur.
- Unstable places
- Bathroom, places with high temperature,  high humidity and fire prone places.
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FAQ
SYMPTOM CONFIRM THE ITEMS HANDLING METHOD

No exhaust air volume
No change air volume 
The air volume is less than that when it was 
purchased.

1. Check the filter is removed from the plastic bag
2. Check  the filter is installed in correct way
3. Check is there any dirt in the filter? It will effect the performance
4. Confirm if the current operation  mode is auto mode? Or sleep mode?

1. Remove filter form packing bag
2. Double check that the filter is installed in the correct way
3. Clean the filter, if  there is no improvement, it is necessary to replace with a 

new filter.
4. Please confirm if the operation mode can be changed through the mode 

switch button

Although set to automatic mode, there is no 
response to dust and smell

1. Is the sensor  blocked by walls or obstacles? 1. If blocked remove the obstacles, if there is no obstacles clean the ‘sensor part’ 
on the back of the machine.

Smell 1. Is  the catalytic deodoriser of the filter new?
2. Is it used in the space where most people smoke or cook?
3. “Catalyst deodorant device” contains activated carbon and so on, sometimes will give out a 

weak odour.
4. Is it from another room?

1. Due to the use of high performance activated carbon as the raw material, the 
smell will appear at the beginning of use, usually after a week or so, the initial 
smell will weaken.

2. The filter has the property that can adsorb odour, so it can store odour 
temporarily. After running for a short time, the odour will gradually weaken

3. It can also be used after removing the “catalyst deodorant device”. There will 
be no deodorization effect at this time. Please put the catalytic deacrator
device in plastic bags for storage.  

4. Sometimes it’s the smell of a previously used room. Over a short period of 
time, the odour will slowly diminish.

Filter screen cleaning indicator light does not 
go off

1. Whether the reset of filter screen replacement indicator is implemented 1. Ease rest the filter screen replacement indicator.

Leakage of black powder from the filter 1. This is the  raw material  activated carbon powder. 1. Although it is harmless to human body, please place sheets of newspapers etc 
when replacing the filter.

The odour cannot dissipate 1. The Deodorisation ability of catalyst deodoriser can be restored to the corresponding degree 
automatically. Based on the environment in which it is used, it sometimes fails to recover.

2. The odour components (pet, building materials) that are produced continuously at ordinary 
times cannot be completely removed.

1. Please place the dismantled  “catalyst deodorant device” in a well ventilated 
place for about half a day

2. The smell that is constantly produced in usual time cannot be completely 
removed, so please take measures such as ventilating the room at the same 
time. 
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Warranty 
Name

Address

Post code

Contact number

Distributor

Sale Date

Product Name

Manufacturer Serial Number

This card should be filled clearly and sent back to our team for registration within one month after purchase.
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